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About This Game

Get ready to pack your gear and fly off into the wilderness of the endless plains!

As the busy operator of a hangar and runway in the heart of a region like the Serengeti, there are countless ways to earn a living.
As an ‘old school’ bush pilot, you must undertake challenging jobs to make the lives of both tourists and locals a lot easier. Fight

bush fires, transport goods, find missing people & items, serve as a first responder & wildlife preservationist, or simply take
some snapshots of archaeological finds.

At the beginning, you must make do with small planes - but with increased success you will be able to upgrade your craft, buy
more powerful machinery, and accept more lucrative missions. However, you must be careful - all machines have to be

maintained properly and improved in order to operate efficiently.

The accurate handling and realistic physics combine with full controller support to provide you with complete control over your
aircraft. So get into the cockpit, head out to the Steppe, and indulge your passions – in ‘Aviator: Bush Pilot’.

Features

Vast and detailed 3D-scenarios across a wide range of landscapes

A variety of airplane models to choose from

Diverse array of challenging missions and tasks
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Maintain and upgrade aircraft

Cockpit camera with instrument gauges and steering

Accurate and intuitive handling and an easy-to-use tutorial

Full controller support
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Title: Aviator - Bush Pilot
Genre: Action, Simulation
Developer:
Netmin Games
Publisher:
United Independent Entertainment GmbH
Release Date: 4 Nov, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows: XP / Vista / 7 / 8

Processor: 2.2 GHz Dual Core (Intel Core 2 Duo, AMD Athlon X2)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 260 / Radeon HD 4850, Shader Modell 2.0 or higher with latest driver

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,German
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So much hope that this game wouldn't be complete crap...But it is..Very low frames, lots of stuttering. I wasn't expecting it to be
as good as FSX or Microsoft Flight... But its unplayable. "well this guy has a crappy rig thats all. Surely" FX-8350 R9 290x Still
get 25 fps

Not to mention there hasnt been a peep out of the devs since its release.

Don't waste your money. Go buy an expansion for Microsoft Flight. DO NOT BUY!

I was so happy to be able to buy a new game. Especially one involving planes and building your own business,
But alas I cannot even play this game, i am constantly circiling to the left, i have unplugged all my controllers to no avail. It has
made this game un-playable.

i am seriously dissapointed, there is absolutly NO modification ability to controls whatso ever. there is no help on the forums,
the is no help from any one. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME. it is absolute crap. if the devs decide to update this game, then i will
review my review. but atm. this is absolutly un-playable. i want my money back!

PROS - cant tell you as i cant play the game

CONS - yes i was conned. conned out of \u00a37 for such a poor quality game.
 - No controller support
 - No ability to customise your own controlls

Seriously do yourself a favor. steer clear of this game. If you want a game that offers a simular profile of building your own
airline, go for air hauler. (for FSX) or Cargo Pilot (for FSX)

Until this game is seriously modified by the dev team, i have no interest in changing my review.. I really wish I had read mroe
into this game before buying it. I like planes so I saw planes and though ooh this will be fun! It's not. The controls are horible, I
mean BEYOND horrible, it's oversensative and really laggy - is that even possible?! I couldn't find a way to change the controls,
I wouldn't even play this with a gaming pad.. HIV looks upon this and thinks "Wow, that's horrible.". my favpritie game.
Absolute junk. The controls can't be modified, and the throttle slider on my thrustmaster controls the rudder for some reason.
The tisk works fine for HAWX and Jane's strike fighters, but not for this game. The graphics are horrible and the response is
laggy on my computer with an i5 CPU and GeForce GTS 450, with low quality graphics. And oh yes, the keyboard controls are
useless as well. Overall a very bad purchase for me. I would suggest other people to steer clear of this, even if it is offered for
free.. Haha. Do you recommend this game?, Haha.. impulse bought this game, the moment i saw it because bush planes are rad
as hell.

that was a bad course of action.

the controls... they're so sluggish. and badly explained, to boot.

the graphics are PS2 level at the very best. i feel i'm being generous, with that one.

i realize i'm barely into this game, at this point. 30 min, in fact. but my will to continue is almost entirely gone, already.

let me put it this way. i fiddle around in second life, a fair bit. and the aircraft in SL are far more enjoyable and realistic to fly.
and that's saying a lot.
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I probably got this game from a bundle somewhere. I decided I should at least give it a shot, and the first mission or so seemed
moderately playable (not good, but at least playable) as long as I didn't have to turn. I got about halfway through the second
mission (the missions have lengths in the vicinity of 50 km when you're flying at 250 km/hr, so it sounds like you can expect 12
minutes of tedious and terrible flying for one chance to do anything else), dropped some antidote off at a drop point (luckily I
didn't have to land), and was contemplating actually giving this game a bit more of a shot. Then my plane promptly decided to
nosedive into a hill.

I don't think there's any redeeming factor here.. I think this could be a nice little game it takes a little while to figure out the
controls, really nice frame rate (50-60) good graphics for what it is. play it a little bit before you judge it.. Feels unfinished. The
controls are awkward and not configurable. The gameplay feels stiff and "laggy".. This game sucks. I have better plane
simulators I can play on my Windows Phone.
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